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BANKERS GATHER AT JACKSON HOLE
The US President continues to rile up the public with threats of shutting down the government if he doesn’t get his own way, and accusing the media of 
dividing the country in the wake of the violence in Charlottesville last week. Investors appear to have grown used to Trump’s overactive and unpredictable 
mouth and seem to be focusing on the real risks including discussions over the debt ceiling. If Congress fail to agree to raise the cap on how much 
the government can borrow the US would be unable to borrow more money to pay its bills, which could lead to a credit rating downgrade for the US.

In the run up to the central bankers annual conference at Jackson Hole where Janet Yellen and Mario Draghi will be speaking, European stocks 
advanced and the euro and dollar held steady. Investors aren’t anticipating new information from the central banks but believe Draghi and Yellen could 
offer some clarity on the timing of reductions in stimulus. Meanwhile, the Bank of England’s decision to hold rates at record low levels have been 
vindicated as UK growth struggles.

 US: TRUMP TAKES AIM 
US stocks fell on Wednesday following another outrageous comment from Trump 
in Phoenix, Arizona. The President said that he will “close down our government” if 
Congress doesn’t approve funding for a wall along the Mexico border. House speaker 

Paul Ryan commented “I don’t think anyone’s interested in having a shutdown.” Trump excels 
at injecting uncertainty into an already unsteady political climate, he also commented on the 
recent Nafta renegotiations that the likely result would be a termination of the deal.

Meanwhile investors have removed $4bn from the iShares Russell 2000 fund (a tracker of the 
Russell 2000 index) since the start of 2017. Investors had moved into small companies following 
Trump’s election as they believed his business-friendly policies like tax cuts would benefit these 
domestically focused companies. Both the S&P 500 and the Russell 2000 climbed 13.5 per 
following the election as investors hoped for growth. The shift out of these smaller companies 
stems from investors losing faith in Trumps ability to deliver on his promises.

GOLD: PRECIOUS METAL SNEAKS PAST THE S&P 
Gold is having a whirlwind of a year, the precious metal dropped following Trumps 
election as investors moved out of the safe-haven asset and into riskier equities 
but since the start of 2017 gold is up 12 per cent, outperforming the S&P 500. The 

precious metal has come close to breaking $1300 three times this year, once in April, once 
in June and last Friday where it settled at $1285.70. Gold often rises in times of turmoil and 
considering Trump’s frequent tweeting, Brexit uncertainty and the tensions in North Korea the 
metal has performed well. 

It’s not just gold that’s climbing, bullish investors are pushing higher the prices of copper, 
aluminium and other metals as they believe the recent signs of growth will encourage 
demand for raw materials. For the first time in a decade the world’s major economies are 
growing together. Low interest rates from central banks and the fading of crises across the 
UK, Eurozone and the US have encouraged investment which should translate to growth.

UK: DATA SUGGESTS FUTURE STAGNANT GROWTH
Positive news in the UK that public finances posted a monthly surplus in July was 
followed by negative news that the low GDP score for the second quarter had been 
confirmed. The unimpressive 0.3 per cent figure resulted from the weak pound and 

Brexit uncertainty hitting household spending and business investment. Trade didn’t contribute 
to the GDP figure last quarter as both imports and exports rose 0.7 per cent meaning the net 
figure was zero. Although the second quarter score is slightly greater than the 0.2 per cent 
achieved in the first quarter, it’s much lower than the remaining G-7 nations which all recorded 
figures greater than 0.4 per cent.

UBS believe the economy can’t be expected to grow in the coming months based on a study 
that growth significantly softened at the start of 2017 after holding steady throughout 2016. The 
bank’s model strips out volatility and if their predictions are correct growth is headed for “close 
to zero in the near future”. The economy is forecasted to expand 1.5 per cent in 2017, down from 
1.8 per cent last year.
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